President’s Update – November, 2020
To All NGJA Members,
The Governing Board and I have been as patient as possible in trying to determine the best path forward as we enter the
2020-2021 gymnastics season. Needless to say, the COVID-19 virus and outlook remain very unpredictable, so here is an
update on our current fall initiatives and how we have determined to move forward at this time:
1. More Information Coming – In the next 2 weeks, I will be sending additional information to everyone covering
virtual judging, the assignment, acceptance and judging of coming competitions, feedback from early
competitions being held around the country and plans for bigger national competitions. Please take the time to
review all the correspondence so you are up to date with the latest information.
2. Fall Certification Courses – all local associations are holding their courses. Go to NGJA.org or your local
association President for the course in your area.
3. NGJA On-line Testing – as in the past, all NGJA members will be required to take their tests on-line. The testing
site is set up and you can take your tests anytime. This year you can take your tests in modules to make testing
easier for everyone.
4. Jr. Men’s Program preparation – early indications are there will be Jr. Men’s competitions this fall, winter and
spring. Meet directors have been promoting their competitions and there will be a variety of different types of
competitions. We will see virtual competitions, competitions with limited attendance (parents and/or athletes)
or the normal competitions (or as normal as possible) we are all accustomed to judging.
5. NGJA Governing Board Meetings – due to the Corona virus the Governing Board is meeting regularly to discuss
any important items that may arise. Minutes from the October 27 are posted at the NGJA website.
6. NCAA Program and Initiatives for 2020 - As an organization, one of our challenges is to develop consistency in
our officiating across the US! This can be accomplished by continuing our NCAA Challenge initiatives and
evaluating our progress. As a result, I am asking everyone to again embrace the objectives established last year:
 Emphasis on applying FIG rules at NCAA competitions
 NCAA Judges Challenge in Nov. and Dec. – 4 week competition with awards
 Evaluated NCAA routines on NGJA.org for education and comparison
Butch Zunich will administer this year’s challenge and you should have already received a message from him
announcing the beginning of this year’s challenge. If not go to the NCAA box at NGJA.org and you can find the
message and begin forming your teams now!
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7. Preparation for Virtual Competitions - The NGJA is working with several virtual competition organizations to
provide training on how to use their virtual competition software. We will look to set up provide training
modules for you to review should you be assigned a virtual competition.
8. Future of the NGJA Project – A summary of this project follows this newsletter. Please take the time to read it
and get involved in developing the future NGJA.

Special Comments - Since this will be a very unusual year, I am asking everyone to remember a few things as we
navigate the coming months:


The NGJA does not wish to put any of its members at risk. Carefully consider the environment you will be asked
to work in. If you are uncomfortable with any situation or social environment, please turn down the
assignment.



Remember the NGJA is a service organization. Our job is to provide an officiating service and not to create more
drama than already exists. If you are uncomfortable accepting a competition, turn it down. If you accept a
competition, do all you can to assist in a positive outcome for everyone!

I hope you and your families are all safe and you enjoy the upcoming holidays!

Mike Juszczyk
NGJA President

The Future of the NGJA Project - Chaired by Bob Cass and Andy Zembower
As an organization, we are currently undertaking a wide review of how the NGJA performs its core functions – and how
we might improve to better serve our membership today and into the future, hence, “The Future of the NGJA Project.”
The Project is being chaired by longtime NGJA members and judges Bob Cass (Oklahoma, MW NGJA Region, and USAG
Region 3) and Andy Zembower (Virginia, E NGJA Region, and USAG Region 7). Bob and Andy have identified several
pertinent topics for review and have selected NGJA leaders to head teams that are performing research and brainstorming
as to how we might improve. Some team leaders have in turn selected several other NGJA members to assist them and
currently are up and running. Generally, teams will consists of up to seven members representing a broad cross section
of NGJA regions, associations, and USAG regions. The current teams and leaders are:
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Team Focus Area
Finance

Team Leaders
Andy Brown (Michigan, NGJA ME Region, USAG
Region 5, phone number 734-536-8931)
Nate Dotson (New York, NGJA E Region, USAG Region
7, phone number 517-712-2742)

Judges Performance and Assignments

Dave Johnson (Illinois, NGJA ME Region, USAG
Region 5, phone number 773-818-3943)

Certification/Learning & Development

Kevin Muenz (Texas, NGJA MW Region, USAG Region
3, phone number 214-457-6429)

Organizational Structure

Scott Schaffer (Oregon, NGJA W Region, USAG Region
2, phone number 503-970-5119)

Judge Compensation

Dan Bachman (Iowa, NGJA MW Region, USAG Region
4, phone number 515-554-1393)

Technology

Mike Heberle (Virginia, NGJA E Region, USAG Region
7, phone number789-7171)

Diversity/Harassment

Lynn Boman(Washington, NGJA W Region, USAG
Region 2, phone number 619-743-5287)

We want to hear your voice. If you have an interest in one of these focus areas and in making a contribution to how the
NGJJA operates, PLEASE do not hesitate to contact the Team Leader. As noted, some Teams are already up and running,
but Regardless of whether additional Members are needed on a Team, each Team Leader would like to hear your opinion,
issues, and solutions. Likewise, you can contact Bob Cass (918-808-6212, rcassabc@cox.net) or Andy Zembower (703408-7345, azembower@gmail.com) with ideas, suggestions, or questions.
Team findings and recommendations will be presented to the NGJA Governing Board (tentatively during Winter Cup 2021),
who will decide whether the recommendations will be submitted to the membership for a nation-wide vote. Thanks for
reading and, again, do not hesitate to reach out to Bob or Andy or the Team Leaders and be a part of the future of the
NGJA.
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